A procedure for cloning genomic DNA fragments with increasing thermoresistance.
Genomic DNAs have been cleaved by restriction or sonication, and the resulting double-stranded fragments have been exposed to increasing temperatures. This treatment may induce the helix-coil transition either in a single or in several steps, depending on the size and composition of the duplexes. Eventually, a critical temperature is reached at which each duplex melts completely and the two constitutive single strands separate. A transition interval can thus be defined for each duplex by the temperature at which the earliest strand separation takes place and that at which the most resistant double-stranded core collapses. If solutions containing a mixture of DNA duplexes are exposed to temperatures within their transition intervals, three kinds of molecules should originate: (1) duplexes that have not yet initiated the melting phase; (2) duplexes that have undergone only partial melting; and (3) single strands that derive from fully melted duplexes. If the heated solutions are quickly cooled to 0 degreesC, only the molecules from the first two classes can be ligated to a compatibly ended vector and cloned: class (1) are intact duplexes, and class (2) are molecules that snap immediately back to fully duplex structures: both are double-stranded. Conversely, the single strands of class (3) may not reanneal and thus be neither ligated nor cloned. We have tested the procedure on restricted coliphage lambda DNA, in view of its compartmentalized organization and known sequence. Then, we have applied it to human genomic DNA fragmented by sonication. After cloning of the available duplexes in a bacterial plasmid, libraries of molecules endowed with a progressively higher thermoresistance can be prepared for thermodynamic and genomic studies.